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Anonymous' Hardcore Charlie on the
VMware leak and why he did it
The truth, you know, is out there

@daveneal33

Dave Neal

27 April 2012

He promised more information from the leaks next month, and early Pastebin

previews have claimed that the information gathered has previously been shared

with terrorist groups by other parties.

"We want to make it clear that CEIEC is engaged in a criminal activity with Ukraine

and Russian officials as of supplying Ukraine and Russia with US army information

for the terrorists," says one early release.

"US government for some reason doesnt want you to know about Afghanistan Mil

traffic forwarded to ukraine voladm.gov.ua as currency to payoff terrorists in charge

of assasinations and bombing, they also do not want you to find out about all the

technology being transparent to secret chinese IT teams who spy on you since at

least 2003 until now."

The CEIEC has issued a statement dismissing the impact of the leaks, just as EMC has

about VMware. It said that Charlie had not gained access, something that he

disputed and seemed to prove with more leaks at the time.

https://twitter.com/daveneal33
https://www.theinquirer.net/author/profile/372/dave-neal
https://pastebin.com/ctLbRKVL
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"It is relatively predictable reaction on CEIEC or any other victim behalf," he said

yesterday. "Stupid to affirm the break-in if the leak [is] of that much geopolitical

importance. If I were that frontman of CEIEC I wouldn't comment at all."

While that input is not welcome, others are, however they refuse to pick up the lines

of communication. Charlie said that his team had reached out to the US military, the

FBI and other intelligence agencies with an information sharing proposal via the

media, but it has been ignored.

"We say, 'hey contact us and we will provide you technical data as of where the leak

originates from. Shut it down and we will help ya'," he said. "So far we got nobody on

the line. I bet they are busy issuing too much DUI tickets =) and doing push-ups in

the office."

Hardcore Charlie is associated with Anonymous, of course, and we asked him

whether he thought, as it appears, the group is beset with infighting.

"It is only my opinion am not talking on behalf of the community," he said. "I think

there's too much attention whore stuff going and jealousy. I wish there was more

field team work. More organisation."

The Anonymous group was shaken earlier this year when one member Anonymous

Sabu was arrested by the police in the US and accused of turning stool pigeon.

Charlie said that others would do the same if they were faced with the same federal

prospects.

"He has kids and family," he said, "It's obvious that he would have cooperated and

provide his skills and expertise to the feds in exchange for downward departure. He'll

probably will get a probation and a job. Snitch is a bad word. A snitch is someone

who talks to feds before getting caught."

"The feds offered him a sting operation and he agreed. I am fucking damn sure that

every single one of those who are so fucking brave sitting with their butts on a couch

in their appartment DO FUCKIN SAME in order not to get 20 year ball in the can

somewhere in Louisiana full of mooncrickets." µ
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